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Abstract

Control of surface chemistry and protein adsorption is important for using microfluidic devices for biochemical analysis and high-throughput screening assays. This paper describes the control of protein adsorption at the liquid–liquid interface in a plug-based microfluidic system. The microfluidic system uses multiphase flows of immiscible fluorous and aqueous fluids to form plugs, which are aqueous droplets that are completely surrounded by fluorocarbon oil and do not come into direct contact with the hydrophobic surface of the microchannel. Protein adsorption at the aqueous–fluorous interface was controlled by using surfactants that were soluble in fluorocarbon oil but insoluble in aqueous solutions. Three perfluorinated alkane surfactants capped with different functional groups were used: a carboxylic acid, an alcohol, and a triethylene glycol group that was synthesized from commercially available materials. Using complementary methods of analysis, adsorption was characterized for several proteins (bovine serum albumin (BSA) and fibrinogen), including enzymes (ribonuclease A (RNase A) and alkaline phosphatase). These complementary methods involved characterizing adsorption in microliter-sized droplets by drop tensiometry and in nanoliter plugs by fluorescence microscopy and kinetic measurements of enzyme catalysis. The oligoethylene glycol-capped surfactant prevented protein adsorption in all cases. Adsorption of proteins to the carboxylic acid-capped surfactant in nanoliter plugs could be described by using the Langmuir model and tensiometry results for microliter drops. The microfluidic system was fabricated using rapid prototyping in poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS). Black PDMS micro-fluidic devices, fabricated by curing a suspension of charcoal in PDMS, were used to measure the changes in fluorescence intensity more sensitively. This system will be useful for microfluidic bioassays, enzymatic kinetics, and protein crystallization, because it does not require surface modification during fabrication to control surface chemistry and protein adsorption.

This paper describes the biocompatibility of a plug-based microfluidic system obtained through control of surface chemistry the aqueous–fluorous interface. This microfluidic system uses multiphase flows of immiscible fluorous and aqueous liquids to form droplets (plugs) and to transport them with rapid mixing and no Taylor-like dispersion. We have previously used the system to measure enzyme kinetics2 and perform protein crystallization3–6 using submicroliter volumes of sample.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION AVAILABLE
Additional information as noted in text: details of Rf-OEG extraction; drop tensiometry measurements for alkaline phosphatase at interfaces that presented each one of the three following surfactants: Rf-COOH, Rf-CH2CH2OH, or Rf-OEG; tensiometry data for variable concentrations of fibrinogen at an interface that presents the Rf-COOH surfactant; tensiometry data for the adsorption of concentrated fibrinogen to a pure fluorocarbon interface, and also Selwyn’s plots for alkaline phosphatase kinetics measured within a microfluidic device for plugs formed with each one of the following three surfactants: Rf-COOH, Rf-CH2CH2OH, or Rf-OEG. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
Microfluidic systems are becoming increasingly useful for a range of analytical and chemical processes, especially systems relying on multiphase flows. Droplet-based microfluidic systems are being developed by a number of groups and are used for applications such as protein crystallization, nanoparticle synthesis, sorting droplets of different solutions, and organic–aqueous phase extraction. Microfluidic systems that rely on electrowetting have been employed for combinatorial fluid mixing and mass spectrometry. All microfluidic systems operate at high surface-to-volume ratios; therefore, surface adsorption effects become much more important in microfluidic volumes (typically on the picoliter to nanoliter scale) than at higher volumes. A biologically inert surface that resists the adsorption of proteins must be presented to analytes in order to reliably perform biochemical transformations and analyses.

Protein adsorption to solid–water, oil–water, and air–water interfaces is a well-demonstrated phenomenon. Both hydrocarbon–water and fluorocarbon–water fluid–fluid interfaces cause protein adsorption and denaturation. We wished to characterize and to control nonspecific protein adsorption at the aqueous–fluorous interface. In a plug-based microfluidic device, aqueous plugs are completely surrounded by the fluorocarbon oil and do not contact the solid hydrophobic PDMS surface. Previous efforts to control nonspecific surface adsorption in microfluidics have focused on the solid–liquid interface, rather than the liquid–liquid interface. To prevent the adsorption of proteins, surfaces of silicon, plastic or metal can be modified chemically to present monolayers of oligoethylene glycol or betaine groups. A variety of polymeric surface coatings developed for capillary electrophoresis, such as polyacrylamide, poly(vinyl alcohol), and others, are useful in microfluidics. In addition, surfaces can be precoated with adhesion proteins, such as bovine serum albumin. Oligoethylene glycol is the most common functional group used to prevent protein adsorption to interfaces. A technique has been presented that controls biomolecular adsorption in electrowetting-based fluidic chips. Ionic surfactants have been shown to prevent the adsorption of bovine serum albumin and fibrinogen at the air–water interface. Nonionic surfactants containing oligoethylene glycols have been used to displace β-casein at hydrocarbon–water interfaces.

In this paper, we controlled protein adsorption in a plug-based microfluidic system by using surfactants to control the surface chemistry at the aqueous–fluorous interface. These surfactants are soluble in fluorous liquids, but are insoluble in aqueous solutions so that the surfactants do not interfere with the proteins in the bulk aqueous phase. One of these surfactants, containing a triethylene glycol functional group, was synthesized and also extracted from commercially available materials.

In this paper, we refer to microliter-sized drops formed without a microfluidic device as “droplets” and to nanoliter-sized drops formed in a microfluidic device as “plugs.” We define a surface or interface as the boundary between two immiscible liquid solutions. We define a biocompatible interface as an interface that resists nonspecific protein adsorption. We characterized adsorption of proteins and of enzymes in this system in two ways. First, we measured the rate of protein adsorption at aqueous–fluorous interfaces by drop tensiometry. Using this technique, the rate constant of adsorption was measured in microliter-sized droplets. Tensiometry has previously been used to study the adsorption of proteins and mixtures of proteins and surfactants to air–water and oil–water interfaces, and some surfactants have been found capable of displacing proteins from interfaces. To predict the rate of protein adsorption in nanoliter-sized plugs, we show how the rate of adsorption changes with the surface-to-volume ratio of the drop. Second, we qualitatively and quantitatively tested these predictions for adsorption within plugs by fluorescence microscopy. Qualitatively, we used fluorescently labeled proteins to visualize protein adsorption at the interface. Quantitatively, we used enzyme kinetics of ribonuclease A and alkaline phosphatase with fluorogenic
substrates to evaluate deactivation of enzymes at the interface. For nonbiocompatible surfaces, enzymatic activity was reduced, as predicted. For biocompatible surfaces, reliable kinetic data were obtained.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Reagents and Solutions

All aqueous solutions were prepared in 18-MΩ deionized water (Millipore, Billerica, MA) and were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) unless specified otherwise. Bovine serum albumin (BSA) and fibrinogen were dissolved in PBS buffer (140 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na₂HPO₄, 1.8 mM KH₂PO₄, pH 7.2). Alexa Fluor 488 fibrinogen (obtained from Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) was dissolved in PBS buffer and filtered with a 0.45 m PVDF syringe filter before use. The concentrations of nonfluorescent and fluorescent fibrinogen stock solution were quantified by UV–visible spectrometry at wavelengths of 280 and 488 nm, respectively. Solutions of alkaline phosphatase (AP) and fluorescein diphosphate (FDP) were prepared in DEA buffer (1 M diethanolamine, 0.5 mM MgCl₂, pH 10). Solutions of ribonuclease A (RNase A, obtained from ICN Biomedicals, Irvine, CA) and RNaseAlert substrate (obtained from Ambion Inc., Austin, TX) were prepared in TE buffer (10 mM Tris (hydroxymethyl)aminomethane, 1 mM disodium ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid, pH 7.5). All fluorous solutions were prepared in 3 M Fluorinert liquid FC-3283 (FC, obtained from 3M, St. Paul, MN). We purchased 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluoro-1-octanol from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA). Perfluorotetradecanoic acid and Zonyl FSO-100 were purchased from Aldrich.

Preparation of Fluorous-Soluble Surfactant Solutions

WARNING: Some perfluorinated surfactants are known to accumulate in biological tissue and cause hepatic and reproductive toxicity in laboratory animals. Proper care should be taken while handling these materials.

R_f-COOH Fluorous Solution—In a typical preparation, perfluorotetradecanoic acid (65 mg, 0.091 mmol) (PFTDA) was shaken vigorously in FC-3283 (3 mL). The resulting suspension was filtered through a 0.22-m filter. The absolute concentration of surfactant was determined by 1H NMR. An internal standard of 10:1 (v/v) 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluoro-1-octanol (PFO) in FC-3283 was loaded into a capillary (o.d. 1.28 mm, i.d. 0.66 mm), and the ends were sealed with a torch. This capillary was inserted into a NMR tube (inner diameter, 4.77 mm) containing the saturated R_f-COOH filtrate. The 1H NMR spectrum gave a broad peak (full width at half-maximum of 60 Hz) for the acidic proton of PFTDA (R_f-COOH) with an integration of 0.60, 4.5 ppm downfield from the sharp triplet for the methylene protons of PFO (R_f-CH₂CH₂OH) (integration of 0.99). Integration of peaks gave a solubility of PFTDA in FC-3283 of 7.0 mg mL⁻¹. The PFTDA filtrate was diluted 1:500 (v/v) with FC-3283 to give a final PFTDA concentration of 14 g mL⁻¹ and was used within 24 h.

We assume that PFTDA (R_f-COOH) is deprotonated at the aqueous–fluorous interface. Surface pKₐ/2 values can be shifted by 3–4 pK units from solution pKₐ values. The solution pKₐ of R_f-COOH is estimated to be <1.0 due to the strong electron withdrawal of the fluorinated alkane group, so R_f-COOH should be deprotonated at the pH of solutions (from 7 to 10) used in these experiments.

R_f-CH₂CH₂OH Fluorous Solution—FC-3283 and 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluoro-1-octanol were mixed in a 10:1 (v/v) ratio; the mixture was used within 24 h.
**Rf-OEG Fluorous Solution**—Details on Rf-OEG extraction from Zonyl FSO-100 can be found in the Supporting Information.

**Rf-OEG Synthesis**—The molecule CF$_3$(CF$_2$)$_8$CH$_2$(CH$_2$CH$_2$O)$_3$H was synthesized according to Selve et al.\textsuperscript{77} with slight modifications.

**Triethyleneglycol Monooxy (trisdimethylamino) Phosphonium Hexafluorophosphate**

Triethylene glycol (0.97 g, 4.4 mmol, Acros Organics) and anhydrous carbon tetrachloride (1.9 g, 12 mmol) were dissolved in dry THF (3.8 mL) under N$_2$ and cooled to $-40^\circ$C. A solution of hexamethylphosphorous triamide (0.81 g, 4.7 mmol) in dry THF (1 mL) was added dropwise over the course of 2 h. Stirring was continued for 30 min. The reaction mixture was poured into H$_2$O (10 mL), extracted twice with H$_2$O (2 × 15 mL), and washed with diethyl ether (30 mL). A solution of potassium hexafluorophosphate (1.84 g, 10 mmol) in H$_2$O (2.9 mL) was added to the combined aqueous extract. The solution was extracted thrice with CH$_2$Cl$_2$ (3 × 15 mL), and the solvent was removed under vacuum to give triethyleneglycol monooxy-trisdimethylamino-phosphonium hexafluorophosphate as an off-white powder (1.144 g, 53\% yield). Spectral data: $^1$H NMR (CD$_2$Cl$_2$) $\delta$ 4.3 (s, 2H), 3.7 (m, 8H), 2.8 (t, 9H), 2.7 (t, 9H).

**Triethyleneglycol Mono[1H,1H-perfluorooctyl]ether (Rf-OEG)**

The sodium salt of 1H,1H-perfluorononanol was produced by proton exchange of 1H,1H-perfluorononanol (510 mg, 10 mmol, Lancaster Synthesis) and sodium methoxide (81 mg, 10 mmol) in methanol (6 mL) followed by solvent removal under vacuum. Triethyleneglycol monooxytrisdimethylaminophosphonium hexafluorophosphate (0.43 g, 10 mmol) was added to a solution of sodium 1H,1H-perfluorononanolate (0.51 g, 12 mmol) in dioxane (10 mL) under N$_2$. The reaction was heated to 60°C for 27 h. The reaction mixture was extracted with diethyl ether (30 mL), washed with dilute aqueous HCl (10 mL), and dried with MgSO$_4$. Solvent was removed under vacuum to give 0.294 g of crude product. Purification by chromatography on silica gel using ethyl acetate as the eluent gave triethyleneglycol mono[1H, 1H-perfluorooctyl]ether (Rf = 0.32) as a colorless oil (0.161 g, 30\% yield). Spectral data: $^1$H NMR (CDCl$_3$) $\delta$ 4.1 (d, 2H), 3.7 (m, 12H), 2.2 (s, 1H); $^{13}$C NMR (CDCl$_3$) $\delta$ 72.35, 72.28, 70.70, 70.48, 70.27, 68.20 (t, $J = 0.2$ Hz), 61.67. Electrospray mass spectrometry showed a single peak at 582.9 m/z.

**Drop Tensiometry Setup**

**Experimental Setup**—A tensiometry setup using a 10× precision telecentric zoom lens (Edmund Optics, Barrington, NJ) coupled to a Spot Firewire CCD camera (Insight, Sterling Heights, MI) to visualize droplets hanging from disposable droplet extrusion tips was assembled on a sturdy, vibration-isolated benchtop. The distortion due to spherical aberration of the lens was measured to be <0.3\% across the field of view. Extrusion tips were assembled by using quick-set epoxy to glue 30-gauge Teflon tubing into a 1–10-L disposable pipet tip. Pipet tips were oxidized in a Plasma Prep II plasma cleaner (SPI Supplies, West Chester, PA) for 3 min to render them hydrophilic. Fluorous surfactant solution was loaded into a 50-L Hamilton Gastight (Reno, NV) syringe, and the Teflon tube-pipet tip assembly was flushed several times with the fluoruous solution. The syringe was attached to a PHD 2000 Infusion syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA). A polystyrene cuvette containing a buffer solution and a circular stir bar rotating at 100–300 rpm was placed on a stir plate in front of the lens. The extrusion tip was inserted into the cuvette and held in place by a clamp. The camera–lens assembly was focused on the tip. A 1–2-L droplet of fluoruous solution was extruded rapidly at a flow rate of 160 L min$^{-1}$. Images were obtained at drop formation and at 10-s intervals thereafter. The cuvette containing the buffer was replaced with a cuvette containing 10 g mL$^{-1}$ protein solution and a circular stir bar, a fresh fluoruous droplet was
extruded, and a second series of images was obtained. Long-term adsorption experiments using 1 mg mL$^{-1}$ fibrinogen solution at R$_f$-OEG interfaces were performed with a tip assembly incorporating a 200-mm-i.d. silica capillary instead of a Teflon tube to eliminate the evaporation of fluorous solution through tubing over several hours. Long-term experiments were not stirred in order to not disturb the fluorous droplet hanging from the tip assembly.

Data Analysis—Metamorph version 6.1r3 (Universal Imaging Corp, Downington, PA) was used to analyze drop profiles. A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet was programmed to fit droplet profiles to a numerical solution of the Young–Laplace equation. This program yielded surface tension data for each picture in each time series. Images were analyzed until an equilibrium surface tension was obtained. Igor Pro (WaveMetrics, Inc., Lake Oswego, OR) was used to plot surface tension data and extract rate constants of adsorption.

Microfluidic setup

Device Fabrication—Poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS, Sylgard Brand 184 Silicone Elastomer Kit) was obtained from Dow Corning (Midland, MI). To detect lower fluorescence intensity, black PDMS devices were fabricated by mixing 1:40 (w/w) of Regal 660R carbon black (Cabot Corporation, Boston, MA) to PDMS (10:1 w/w ratio of elastomer to curing agent). Using rapid prototyping in PDMS, microchannels were fabricated with rectangular cross sections and sealed to glass cover slips (no. 1) using a Plasma Prep II plasma cleaner. Microchannels were rendered hydrophobic and fluorophilic using the following protocol: bake at 120 °C for 1 h, use dry N$_2$ at 100 mmHg to flow (tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2,-tetrahydrooctyl)-1-trichlorosilane (United Chemical Technologies, Inc., Bristol, PA) vapor through the device for 1 h, fill the device with a mixture of 10:1 (v/v) of FC-3283 to R$_f$-CH$_2$CH$_2$OH and then bake in 60 °C for 1 h.

Microfluidic Experiments—Aqueous and fluorous liquids were filled into 1700 series Gastight syringes (Hamilton Company), which were connected to the microfluidic device by 30-gauge Teflon tubing (Weico Wire & Cable, Edgewood, NY). Syringes and the Teflon tubing were blocked with 1% (w/v) BSA solution in PBS. Syringes were driven by PHD 2000 Infusion syringe pumps (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA). Fluorescence and brightfield microphotographs were acquired through the cover slip side of the microfluidic device using a Leica DM IRE2 microscope with a cooled CCD camera ORCA ERG 1394 (12-bit, 1344 × 1024 resolution) (Hamamatsu Photonics, K. K., Hamamatsu City, Japan). Lighting was provided by a 130-W Xe light source (Optiquip, Highland Mills, NY). MetaMorph Imaging System version 6.1r3 (Universal Imaging Corp) was used to collect and to analyze images. Images were integrated for 0.5–5 s.

Enzyme Kinetics Experiments

First, steady-state kinetic parameters ($k_{cat}/K_M$) for alkaline phosphatase and ribonuclease A were obtained by standard fluorimeter kinetic experiments. These kinetic parameters were used to determine the expected kinetic curve for fully active enzyme. Second, enzyme kinetics was measured in the plug-based microfluidic device. Third, the kinetic data from microfluidic experiments were compared to the expected kinetic curve. Enzyme activity was considered to be preserved and protein adsorption absent only if the microfluidic kinetic data overlaid with the expected kinetic curve determined from the fluorimeter kinetic experiments. Fourth, numerical simulations were performed using Igor Pro for enzyme kinetics that showed evidence of protein adsorption. These simulations predicted how the enzyme kinetics within the aqueous plug should be affected by enzyme adsorption at the aqueous–fluorous interface.

Fluorimeter Kinetic Experiments—The activity of the enzyme was determined by reacting the enzyme with a corresponding fluorogenic substrate and using a fluorimeter to
measure the increasing fluorescence intensity over the reaction time. Kinetic measurements for AP with fluorescein diphosphate (FDP) as the substrate were performed using a fluorimeter (Fluoromax-3 Fluorescence Spectroscopy System, Jovin Yvon Horiba, Tokyo, Japan); steady-state kinetic parameters were obtained from the fluorimeter data, where \( k_{\text{cat}}/K_M = 0.75 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \). With these \( k_{\text{cat}}/K_M \) values, the expected kinetic curve for fully active AP enzyme was determined. Kinetics was also measured for RNase A with RNase Alert as the substrate, where \( k_{\text{cat}}/K_M = 31.9 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \). The expected kinetic curve for fully active RNase A enzyme was also determined. Alkaline phosphatase concentrations of 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 M with FDP of 2.0 M were used both for fluorimeter and microfluidic experiments.

**Microfluidic Kinetic Experiments**—For AP kinetics, the three stock solutions in the aqueous syringes were 0.3 M AP in DEA buffer, DEA buffer, and 6 M FDP in DEA buffer. For RNase A kinetics, the three stock solutions in the aqueous syringes were 60 nM RNase A in TE buffer, TE buffer, and 2.5 M RNaseAlert in TE buffer. Microfluidic kinetic experiments were measured for AP with each of the three surfactants, as well as for RNase A with each of the three surfactants. These experiments were performed as described previously\(^2\) with the following modifications. Fluorescence images of the microchannels were obtained and analyzed using MetaMorph version 6.1r3. Images were acquired at nine specific distances \((d_1-d_9)\) along the microchannel. For \(d_1\) to \(d_3\), 3 images were acquired at each specific distance, and each image was acquired with an exposure time of 5 s to measure low levels of intensity. For \(d_4-d_6\), 5 images were acquired at each specific distance, and each image was acquired with an exposure time of 3 s. For \(d_7-d_9\), 30 images were acquired at each specific distance, and each image was acquired with an exposure time of 0.5 s so that high levels of intensity would not saturate the CCD chip. At each specific microchannel distance, those images were arithmetically added to construct a new image that had a total integration time of 15 s. Using this new image, integrated intensity measurements were made at each specific distance, where this distance was converted into time by using the total flow velocity. Integrated intensity measurements \( (I_f) \) were converted into the time-dependent product concentration \( [P]_t \), using \( [P]_t = [S]_0 \cdot (I_f/I_{\text{max}}) \), where \([S]_0\) is the initial substrate concentration and \(I_{\text{max}}\) is the measured maximum intensity for fully reacted substrate at that initial concentration. Initial intensity \( (I_0) \) of the product at \( t = 0 \) was minimal \( (I_0 = 0) \). Constant values for \(I_{\text{max}}\) were used for each of the two fluorogenic substrates (FDP and RNaseAlert).

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Experiments involving poly(ethylene glycol) in other systems suggest that adsorption of proteins at the aqueous–fluorous interface can be controlled by using fluorinated solutions of perfluorinated alkane surfactants capped with polar functional groups (Figure 1). These surfactants arrange themselves at the aqueous–fluorous interface with the polar functional group in the aqueous phase and the fluorinated alkane tail in the fluorous phase.\(^8\) They are soluble in fluorinated oils, but insoluble in water. To form plugs reliably, this microfluidic system requires some fluorous-soluble surfactant to lower the surface tension at the aqueous–fluorous interface. To avoid the adhesion of aqueous droplets to PDMS, the surface tension at the aqueous–fluorous interface must be lower than the surface tension at the aqueous–PDMS interface at the channel wall.\(^1\) Surface tension should not be lowered too far. The capillary number \( Ca \) of the flow must be kept sufficiently low to ensure plug formation,\(^8\) where \( Ca = U/\gamma \), where \([ \text{kg m}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} ]\) is viscosity, \( U \) [m s\(^{-1}\)] is the total flow velocity, and \( \gamma \) [N m\(^{-1}\)] is the interfacial surface tension. It is desirable to use high total flow velocities to perform rapid kinetic assays. If the flow rate is high, then surface tension must also be sufficiently high, so that \( Ca \) is kept at a sufficiently low value. Higher values of \( Ca > 0.1 \) result in laminar, continuous flow of immiscible fluids instead of discrete plug formation.\(^8\) We have found that an equilibrium surface tension at the fluorous–aqueous interface of 10–20 mN m\(^{-1}\) is optimal for
plug formation of aqueous protein and buffer solutions with viscosities close to that of water. All surfactants used in this study gave acceptable plug formation.

We hypothesized that a neutral oligoethylene glycol (OEG) functional group presented by a fluorous-phase surfactant would resist protein adsorption, resulting in plugs with no adsorption and full enzymatic activity (if the protein is an enzyme). Perfluorinated-tail, oligoethylene glycol derivatized molecules (Rf-OEG) were selected as a neutral and hypothetically biocompatible surfactants. We hypothesized that a charged surfactant with a carboxylic acid functional group would cause some proteins to adsorb to the aqueous–fluorous interface, causing a consequent loss of enzymatic activity. We used perfluorotetradecanoic acid (Rf-COOH) to test this hypothesis. We have previously used perfluoro-1-octanol (Rf-CH2CH2OH) to successfully perform enzymatic measurements. Here, we have included Rf-CH2CH2OH to obtain complete adsorption analysis of this surfactant and to compare it to Rf-OEG and Rf-COOH.

**Simple Theory of Adsorption**

To obtain information about the amount of protein adsorbed at the interface from interfacial surface tension measurements, we assumed that Langmuir kinetics (eq 1) adequately described adsorption at sufficiently early times. As a surface-active solute adsorbs to an interface, it covers a certain area on the interface. This area increases with time, resulting in a surface coverage of \( \Gamma(t) \) [moles m\(^{-2}\)] at time \( t \); \( \Gamma_{\text{max}} \) [moles m\(^{-2}\)] is the surface coverage when the interface becomes saturated and no more solute can adsorb. In the Langmuir model, the rate of adsorption of a solute with bulk concentration \( C \) to a surface over time is expressed as

\[
d\theta_t / dt = k_a C(1 - \theta_t)
\]

where \( \theta_t \) is the fractional, unitless surface coverage at time \( t \) (\( \theta_t = \Gamma(t)/\Gamma_{\text{max}} \)). The rate constant of adsorption is \( k_a \) [m\(^3\) mol\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\)], and \( C \) [mol m\(^{-3}\)] is the bulk concentration of the solute. This treatment assumes that bulk concentration does not decrease over time. The integrated form of this equation is

\[
\ln (1 - \theta_t) = - k_a C t
\]

Equations 1 and 2 assume that the protein adsorption to the surface is irreversible. Equation 3 is an equation of state that relates the surface pressure \( \Pi(t) \) at time \( t \) to \( \theta_t \). The surface pressure \( \Pi \) [mN m\(^{-1}\)] is defined as the difference between the surface tension of a “pure” interface, with no surfactant added, and the surface tension of the “test” interface, with surfactant added. Equation 3 assumes that the surfactant concentration is low and that the interface is not completely saturated. By making the approximation \( \ln(1 - \theta_t) = \theta_t \) (which is true at low values of \( \theta_t \)) in eq 2 and then substituting eq 2 into eq 3, we obtain eq 4, which relates \( \Pi(t) \) to time \( t \), where \( R \) is the universal gas constant \( [8.3145 \text{ J mol}^{-1} \text{ K}^{-1}] \) and \( T \) is the temperature [K]. Equation 4 is valid only at early times when surface coverage is low, because this equation assumes that surface saturation does not occur.

\[
\Pi(t) = - R T \Gamma_{\text{max}} \theta_t
\]

\[
\Pi(t) = (k_a C R T \Gamma_{\text{max}}) \times t
\]

We used eq 4 to obtain the rate constant of protein adsorption \( k_a \) from dynamic surface tension measurements in cases where adsorption was observed. This equation is an oversimplification when applied to adsorption of proteins, as discussed below.
Adsorption Measurements Within Droplets Using Drop Tensiometry

We measured the adsorption of proteins and surfactants through drop tensiometry. Drop tensiometry has been used previously to measure the rate of organic interfacial reactions and the rate of protein adsorption to aqueous–hydrocarbon and aqueous–air interfaces. In tensiometry, a pendant liquid droplet is formed inside an immiscible fluid, and the surface tension of the droplet is measured over time. Decreasing surface tension elongates the profile of a pendant droplet from spherical (Figure 2a) to teardrop (Figure 2b) geometry, as the surface’s ability to counteract gravity diminishes. Surface tension can be quantified by fitting the droplet profile to the Young–Laplace equation. Interfacial surface tension decreases as adsorption increases; therefore, surface tension decreases with increasing surface concentration of surfactant and protein.

Bovine serum albumin and human serum fibrinogen are proteins that are known to adsorb to a wide variety of surfaces and are often used as test cases in studies of protein adsorption. We used these proteins to test the hypothesis that an interface presenting the Rf-OEG surfactant would resist nonspecific protein adsorption. For this discussion, we use the shorthand notation (AQUEOUS)/(FLUOROUS) to refer to aqueous–fluorous interfaces. Items to the left of the symbol are in the aqueous phase, and items to the right of the symbol are in the fluorous phase, where “/” represents the interface between two immiscible solutions. We further separate the aqueous phase into (BUFFER + PROTEIN) and the fluorous phase into (SURFACTANT + FC), where FC stands for the fluorocarbon oil. Therefore, (buffer + fibrinogen)/(Rf-OEG + FC) refers to a droplet of fluorous Rf-OEG solution formed in an aqueous solution of fibrinogen. We measured the adsorption of BSA to FC without (Figure 3a) and with (Figure 3b) Rf-OEG surfactant. Since the (buffer)/(FC) control has no species that can adsorb to the aqueous–fluorous interface, the variation of its surface tension over time serves as a measure of the experimental error of the tensiometry apparatus. The experiment with the (buffer + BSA)/(FC) test droplet (Figure 3a, closed symbols) showed a lower dynamic surface tension than the (buffer)/(FC) control droplet, indicating BSA adsorption to the aqueous–FC interface (Figure 3a). The dynamic surface tension of the (buffer + BSA)/(Rf-OEG + FC) test droplet (Figure 3b, closed symbols) matched the dynamic surface tension of the (buffer)/(Rf-OEG + FC) control droplet (Figure 3b, open symbols), indicating that BSA did not adsorb to the interface that presented the Rf-OEG surfactant. Similarly, we found that fibrinogen adsorbed to interfaces presenting either of the Rf-COOH (Figure 4a) or Rf-CH2CH2OH (Figure 4b) surfactants, but not the Rf-OEG surfactant (Figure 4c, d). Adsorption of the protein caused an additional decrease in surface tension beyond the surface tension of the surfactant-only experiment. We also measured the adsorption of fibrinogen to a pure fluorocarbon interface (buffer + fibrinogen)/(FC) (Supporting Information) and observed adsorption similar to that of the (buffer + BSA)/(FC) experiment.

In both drop tensiometry and microfluidic devices, surfactant and protein are adsorbing simultaneously at the aqueous–fluorous interface. For the present study, we are interested in the rate of adsorption of the protein, not of the surfactant. Therefore, control experiments were performed with buffer solutions as the aqueous phase, and test experiments were performed with protein-in-buffer solutions. For the dilute surfactant Rf-COOH, surfactant and protein adsorbed on a similar time scale. For the more concentrated surfactant Rf-CH2CH2OH, the surfactant adsorbed significantly faster than the protein. Drop tensiometry of protein adsorption to aqueous–fluid interfaces often show an “induction time,” during which adsorption is limited by protein diffusion to the interface. These periods are characterized by a slow decrease of surface tension over time, followed by a rapid adsorption period during which surface tension declines quickly. This induction period shortens as protein concentration is increased. The fibrinogen experiments with Rf-COOH (Figure 4a) and Rf-CH2CH2OH (Figure 4b) that displayed adsorption did not show induction periods; the surface tension of the interface fell...
quickly after drop formation. To establish that the Rf-OEG surfactant-presenting interface did not have an induction time longer than the duration of the experiments, we performed a (buffer + fibrinogen)/(Rf-OEG + FC) experiment using a very concentrated 1 mg mL\(^{-1}\) fibrinogen solution (Figure 4d) over a long period of time, 10 000 s. This experiment was successfully performed using both the synthesized and extracted Rf-OEG. This experiment showed no difference in surface tension between the (buffer)/(Rf-OEG + FC) control (Figure 4d, open symbols) and the (buffer + fibrinogen)/(Rf-OEG + FC) test (Figure 4d, closed symbols), indicating that there is no induction period for the interface that presented the Rf-OEG surfactant. When fibrinogen adsorbed to interfaces presenting Rf-COOH and Rf-CH\(_2\)CH\(_2\)OH surfactants, the surface tension decreased to 11–12 mN m\(^{-1}\). At an interface presenting the Rf-OEG surfactant, the surface tension stayed at a higher value of ~17 mN m\(^{-1}\), confirming that no adsorption of fibrinogen occurred.

**Adsorption of Enzymes**

Having demonstrated that “sticky” proteins, such as BSA and fibrinogen, did not adsorb to interfaces that presented the Rf-OEG surfactant, we investigated the adsorption of enzymes that could be analyzed by both drop tensiometry and enzyme kinetic assays. By measuring enzyme adsorption at aqueous–fluorous interfaces in microliter-sized droplets, we can make predictions about adsorption in nanoliter-sized plugs. Validating these predictions by measuring enzyme kinetics in plugs formed inside a microfluidic device using the fluorous surfactant solutions would quantitatively demonstrate the compatibility of plug-based microfluidics with enzymes. We chose ribonuclease A\(^{98}\) (RNase A) and alkaline phosphatase\(^{99}\) (AP) as test enzymes. RNase A is positively charged, and AP is negatively charged in optimal reaction conditions. Both enzymes have well-characterized kinetics that can be used as standards.

Drop tensiometry indicated that RNase A adsorbed to interfaces presenting Rf-COOH (Figure 5a) but did not adsorb to interfaces presenting either Rf-CH\(_2\)CH\(_2\)OH (Figure 5b) or Rf-OEG (Figure 5c). We measured the adsorption of AP to interfaces that presented one of the three surfactants, Rf-COOH, Rf-CH\(_2\)CH\(_2\)OH, and Rf-OEG (Supporting Information). AP was not found to adsorb significantly to interfaces presenting any of the three surfactants. The use of eq 4 to interpret surface tension data is an oversimplification when applied to protein adsorption.\(^{42,93}\) Equation 4 assumes ideal behavior, where the protein is a sphere in a single contact with the interface. This assumption is poor for larger proteins, which presumably adsorb to the interface with multiple contact points, especially as they denature. Therefore, this assumption underestimates the number of contact points, \(\Gamma_{\text{max}}\), and thus, overestimates the rate constant for adsorption. In addition, protein solutions deviate greatly from ideality, and electrostatic interactions are known to influence decrease of surface tension.\(^{41}\)

To obtain the rate constant of adsorption of enzymes to nonbiocompatible interfaces, we extrapolated the surface pressure \(\Pi\) [mN m\(^{-1}\)] from surface tension data. Typically in surface studies, the surface pressure \(\Pi\) is used to denote the difference between the pure interface (with no added surfactant) and the test interface (with surfactant).\(^{83}\) To differentiate between surfactant adsorption to the interface and protein adsorption to the interface, we define \(\Pi\) [mN m\(^{-1}\)] as the difference between the surface tension of the (buffer)/(surfactant + FC) control droplet and the surface tension of the (buffer + protein)/(surfactant + FC) test droplet. To measure \(\Pi\) for RNase A at the interface that presented the Rf-COOH surfactant, we fit the surface tension over time for both the control and test droplet to exponential curves (Figure 5a, black curves). The test fit was subtracted from the control fit, producing a surface pressure graph (Figure 5d). We fit the linear expansion of the surface pressure fit to eq 4 and extracted the rate constant of adsorption. Therefore, using these experimental measurements, we can quantify the rate of adsorption at the interface of droplets. Analysis of RNase A surface pressure...
data using eq 4 gave a rate constant of adsorption of $2.0 \times 10^{-2}$ mL g$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ at the interface that presented the R$_F$-COOH surfactant. Similarly, the rate constant of adsorption for fibrinogen at an interface presenting the R$_F$-COOH surfactant was $5.1 \times 10^{-2}$ mL g$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$. Siegel et al. measured the rate constant of adsorption of 14 g mL$^{-1}$ fibrinogen to a methyl-terminated alkanethiol self-assembled monolayer (SAM) as $3.66 \times 10^{-3}$ mL g$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ using acoustic plate mode sensing. The higher value of the rate constant obtained from tensiometry could be either due to faster adsorption of fibrinogen to a charged interface or, as discussed above, due to the assumptions—incorrect for fibrinogen—of eq 4.

The rate of protein adsorption to an interface may be limited by transport, in which the protein diffuses toward the interface, or by the subsequent period of adsorption, in which the protein physically adsorbs to the interface. Some theoretical models of protein adsorption assume diffusion to be the dominant process. To establish that the rate being measured by drop tensiometry was the rate of protein adsorbing to the interface rather than the rate of protein diffusing to the interface, we performed adsorption experiments in stirred and unstirred cuvettes for RNase A at the interface that presented the R$_F$-COOH surfactant. Stirring accelerates convective transport. If transport, rather than adsorption, was the rate-limiting process, then the measured rate of adsorption would be increased for the stirred experiment. We found no difference between the rate of adsorption in stirred and unstirred experiments, indicating that protein diffusion was not the rate-limiting process in adsorption to these interfaces.

Denaturation of an adsorbed protein layer has also been demonstrated to decrease the surface tension of an interface. To test whether the quantity measured in tensiometry is adsorption rather than denaturation, we measured the adsorption of three concentrations of fibrinogen to an interface that presented the R$_F$-COOH surfactant. If denaturation, and not adsorption, was occurring, each concentration would display the same rate of surface tension decrease. If adsorption, and not denaturation, was occurring, high bulk concentration of fibrinogen would cause a faster decrease in surface tension over low bulk concentration. However, at sufficiently long time, each concentration would reach an identical equilibrium surface tension. The latter case was observed (Supporting Information). We are most interested in using tensiometry to find surfactants that proteins do not absorb to. Therefore, any adsorption that is observed with a surfactant, regardless whether the mechanism of surface tension decrease is adsorption, denaturation, or some combination of the two, can be used to evaluate this surfactant for microfluidic applications.

**Making Predictions for Adsorption within Plugs**—The rate constants for adsorption $k_a$ obtained by tensiometry are very approximate due to the multiple assumptions used. We wished to understand if these rate constants would be useful for estimating the extent of protein adsorption in nanoliter plugs. In microliter droplets, the adsorption occurs in the excess of the protein and is limited by the area of the interface. In nanoliter plugs, due to a much higher surface-to-volume ratio, the adsorption occurs in the excess of the interface and is limited by the amount of the protein available. Adsorption will significantly reduce the concentration of the protein in plugs with dimensions smaller than approximately $\Gamma_{\text{max}}/C_0$. As the protein is adsorbing at the interface of a plug, by conservation of mass,

$$C_t = C_0 - \left(\frac{SA}{V}\right)\Gamma(t)$$

where $C_t$ [mol m$^{-3}$] is the time-dependent protein concentration in the plug at time $t$, $C_0$ [mol m$^{-3}$] is the initial protein concentration in the plug, $SA$ [m$^2$] is the surface area of the plug, $V$ [m$^3$] is the volume of the plug, and $\Gamma(t)$ [mol m$^{-2}$] is the surface coverage of the protein at time $t$. Due to the high surface area-to-volume ratio for plugs, surface coverage is always small. Therefore, $k_a$ obtained from the initial rate of adsorption should adequately describe the
process. The rate of adsorption that accounts for time-dependent protein concentration $C_t$ can be expressed as

$$\frac{d\theta_t}{C_t} = k_a \, dt$$

(6)

By using $\theta_t = \Gamma(t)/\Gamma_{\text{max}}$ and eq 5 to express $\theta_t$ in terms of $C_t$, the integrated form of eq 6 is

$$\ln \left( \frac{C_t}{C_0} \right) = -k_a t \frac{SA}{V} \frac{\Gamma_{\text{max}}}{\Gamma_{\text{max}}}$$

(7)

To relate adsorption in droplets and in plugs, we calculated $C_t$ as a function of time using eq 7. To predict how adsorption in plugs would affect enzyme kinetics, we used $C_t$ to numerically solve for product formation according to Michaelis–Menten kinetics.

**Testing Predictions for Adsorption in Plugs**

**Qualitatively Testing Predictions of Adsorption with Fluorescently Labeled Proteins in Plugs**—We used fluorescence microscopy to detect adsorption\(^{102}\) of fluorescently labeled fibrinogen at the liquid–liquid interface of plugs. Adsorption was indicated by bright fluorescence at the edge of the plug, whereas uniform intensity of fluorescence across the plug indicated lack of adsorption. Adsorption was observed at the interface for the (buffer + AlexaFluor–fibrinogen)/(R\(_f\)-CH\(_2\)-CH\(_2\)OH + FC) plug (Figure 6a) but not the (buffer + AlexaFluor–fibrinogen)/(R\(_f\)-OEG + FC) plug (Figure 6b), in agreement with the predictions made with tensiometry.

**Quantitatively Testing Predictions of Adsorption by Measuring Enzyme Kinetics in Plugs**—Tensiometry is a useful measure of protein adsorption, but it is possible that it would not detect adsorption in certain cases (for example, if the equilibrium surface tensions of the control and test experiments accidentally coincide, or if partial adsorption occurs that does not cause a measurable decrease in surface tension). Enzyme kinetics, a complementary method of detecting adsorption, was used to exclude these possibilities. Enzyme kinetics was measured in plugs in PDMS microfluidic devices.\(^2\) The activity of the enzyme was detected by measuring the increasing fluorescence of the fluorogenic substrate over time. Clear PDMS normally used to perform these experiments may transmit, scatter or reflect light, obstructing fluorescence measurements. To detect the changes in fluorescence intensity with higher sensitivity, black PDMS microfluidic devices were fabricated by suspending charcoal in PDMS prior to curing. Fluorescence microphotographs were obtained at specific distances along the microchannel network (Figure 7a, left), and intensity profiles were determined for these microphotographs (Figure 7a, right). By measuring the integrated intensity of these microphotographs at each distance, the activity of the enzyme was obtained as a function of time (Figure 7b-e).

**Using Kinetics in Plugs To Test the Adsorption Rate Constant Obtained from Tensiometry: Enzyme Kinetics with R\(_f\)-COOH** Tensiometry experiments predicted that AP would not adsorb to the interface that presented the R\(_f\)-COOH surfactant. Kinetics was measured for (buffer + AP)/(R\(_f\)-COOH + FC) plugs in channels of two cross-sectional dimensions $w \times w$ (Figure 7b,c; red circles). For $w = 50$ m, the measured AP kinetics in plugs (Figure 7b, red circles) showed slight deviation from the expected curve from fluorimetry (Figure 7b, black solid curve). For $w = 150$ m, the kinetic measurements for AP with R\(_f\)-COOH (Figure 7c, red circles) was in adequate agreement with the expected kinetic curve for fully active AP (Figure 7c, black solid curve). In addition, Selwyn’s test was performed to show that significant inactivation of AP did not occur in (buffer + AP)/(R\(_f\)-COOH + FC) plugs (Supporting Information).
Tensiometry predicted that RNase A would adsorb to an interface presenting the Rf-COOH surfactant. To test this prediction, enzyme kinetics of RNase A was measured using plugs formed in microchannels with $w = 50$ m. To understand the effect that surface adsorption had on time-dependent enzyme concentration within the plug ($C_t$), eq 7 was solved to obtain $C_t$, then this $C_t$ was used to predict the time-dependent product formation assuming Michaelis–Menten kinetics. This numerical simulation was repeated, with the rate constant of adsorption $k_a$ as the only adjustable parameter, until an adequate fit (Figure 7d, black dashed lines) to the experimental data (Figure 7d, red circles) was obtained. This fit gave $k_a = 1.4 \pm 0.1 \times 10^{-2}$ mL $g^{-1} s^{-1}$, in surprisingly good agreement with $k_a = 2.0 \pm 0.3 \times 10^{-2}$ mL $g^{-1} s^{-1}$ obtained from tensiometry. Efforts were made to fit the experimental data (Figure 7d, red circles) with Michaelis–Menten parameters; however, the curves obtained for any values of the Michaelis–Menten parameters did not overlay with the experimental data. Therefore, when adsorption is present within plugs, Michaelis–Menten kinetic parameters cannot be determined.

Equation 7 predicts that increasing the volume-to-surface area ratio $V/SA$ will increase the time scale required for adsorption. To test this prediction, enzyme kinetics of RNase A was measured using plugs formed in microchannels of cross-sectional dimension $150 \times 150$ m ($w = 150$ m). Adsorption will decrease the concentration of the protein in plugs with dimensions on the scale of less than $\Gamma_{\text{max}}/C_0$.101 This ratio is ~1000 m for the RNase A experiments. For both $w = 150$ m and $w = 50$ m experiments, the length of the plug was three times the width of the plug, which was adjusted by controlling the relative flow rates of the aqueous and fluororous streams.17,103 Under these conditions, the $V/SA$ ratio of the $w = 150$ m plug was three times larger than the $V/SA$ ratio of the $w = 50$ m plug. In agreement with the qualitative expectation, adsorption of the enzyme was less significant in the $w = 150$-m plug and more product formed (Figure 7e, red circles). Numerical fit (Figure 7e, black dashed lines) to these data gave $k_a = 0.9 \pm 0.1 \times 10^{-2}$ mL $g^{-1} s^{-1}$. Despite numerous approximations, the rate constant of adsorption of enzymes obtained from drop tensiometry using microliter-sized droplets could be used to estimate the extent of adsorption in nanoliter-sized plugs. This agreement may be coincidental, or it could be due to the fact that eq 4 is much more applicable to RNase A than fibrinogen: RNase A is a smaller enzyme rigidified by disulfide bonds, and with lower tendency to denature at interfaces.

**Enzyme kinetics with Rf-CH$_2$CH$_2$OH**—Tensiometry predicted that neither AP nor RNase A would adsorb to the interface that presented the Rf-CH$_2$CH$_2$OH surfactant. For $w = 50$ m, the measured AP kinetics (Figure 7b, blue triangles) showed a slight deviation from the expected curve. For (buffer + AP)/(Rf-CH$_2$CH$_2$OH + FC) plugs when $w = 150$ m, the measured AP kinetics (Figure 7c, blue triangles) was indistinguishable from the expected kinetic curve. Similar results were obtained with Selwyn’s test for (buffer + AP)/(Rf-CH$_2$CH$_2$OH + FC), where superimposable curves were obtained for $w = 150$ m, but very slight deviations for $w = 50$ m (Supporting Information). These deviations may have resulted from the adsorption of AP within the plugs. We do not know if adsorption that may have caused these slight deviations is within the experimental error of the tensiometry measurements or if enzyme kinetics is more sensitive than tensiometry to changes in enzyme concentration. For (buffer + RNase A)/(Rf-CH$_2$CH$_2$OH + FC) plugs, experimental kinetic curves obtained for both values of $w = 50$ m (Figure 7d, blue triangles) and $w = 150$ m (Figure 7e, blue triangles) overlaid with the expected curves for fully active enzyme, in agreement with previous results.

**Enzyme Kinetics with Rf-OEG**—With the Rf-OEG surfactant, tensiometry predicted that both AP and RNase A activity would be preserved in kinetic assays. For (buffer + AP)/(Rf-OEG + FC) plugs, the measured kinetic data overlaid well with the expected curve for both $w = 50$ m (Figure 7b, green squares) and $w = 150$ m (Figure 7c, green squares). Selwyn’s test for (buffer + AP)/(Rf-OEG + FC) showed superimposable curves for both values of $w$
(Supporting Information). For \((\text{buffer} + \text{RNase A})/(R_f\text{-OEG} + \text{FC})\) plugs, the measured kinetic data overlaid well with the expected curve for both \(w = 50\) m (Figure 7d, green squares) and \(w = 150\) m (Figure 7e, green squares). Even slight deviations were not observed for either enzyme at both values of \(w\) with \(R_f\text{-OEG}\). Therefore, by using \(R_f\text{-OEG},\) a biocompatible interface was achieved at the plug surface for these two enzymes, in agreement with the predictions made by tensiometry.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, surface chemistry at the aqueous–fluorous interface of plug-based microfluidics was controlled using surfactants that are fluorous-soluble but water-insoluble. Through control of surface chemistry, nonspecific protein adsorption can be prevented. Adsorption can also be induced when necessary, and these cases need to be quantitatively characterized to understand how adsorption occurs. These results show that nonspecific adsorption of proteins can be induced by a charged carboxylic acid-capped surfactant \(R_f\text{-COOH}\). Perfluoroctanol (\(R_f\text{-CH}_2\text{CH}_2\text{-OH}\)), a very convenient surfactant to use in plug-based microfluidics, resisted the adsorption of RNase A, but not of fibrinogen. Nonspecific adsorption was quantified with good agreement between two independent and complementary methods: drop tensiometry in microliter-sized droplets and enzyme kinetics in nanoliter-sized plugs. For future applications, such as protein crystallization and concentration or sorting of protein solutions, it may be desirable to cause adsorption within plugs. The methods to study and quantify adsorption were presented herein.

These methods show that nonspecific protein adsorption can be prevented by using oligoethylene-glycol capped surfactants. It was demonstrated that BSA and fibrinogen, proteins known to adsorb quickly and strongly to surfaces, did not adsorb to aqueous-fluorous interfaces that presented the \(R_f\text{-OEG}\) surfactant. These results strongly suggest that most other proteins would not adsorb to such interfaces, but they do not guarantee it. Synthesis of the \(R_f\text{-OEG}\) surfactant is straightforward, but the commercial availability of purified \(R_f\text{-OEG}\) surfactants would make the methods described in this paper accessible to a wider range of users. We found that \(R_f\text{-OEG}\) mixtures can be extracted from commercially available DuPont Zonyl FSO-100 surfactant (see Supporting Information for the experimental procedure and characterization). These mixtures are less desirable than the pure synthesized material for quantitative studies of adsorption due to some variability of composition from batch to batch. On the other hand, the mixture was as effective at preventing protein adsorption as the synthesized material. Concentrations of \(R_f\text{-OEG}\) from 0.16 to 0.72 mg mL\(^{-1}\) resisted the adsorption of 1 mg mL\(^{-1}\) fibrinogen for up to 3 h. A fairly narrow range of \(R_f\text{-OEG}\) concentration was studied, since these concentrations were needed for optimal surface tension for adequate plug formation. Adsorption should be characterized for other applications that require different surfactant concentrations. The potential toxicity of fluorinated surfactants has to be kept in mind (see Experimental Section for details).

This approach to controlling interfacial properties in micro-fluidic devices is attractive because it requires no surface treatment of the walls of the device, as long as it is preferentially wetted by the fluorocarbon. In addition, different surface chemistries can be presented by simply changing the fluorous oil on the same device, without the need to introduce surfactants into the aqueous phase. These surfactants will be particularly useful not only in droplet-based microfluidics\(^{14,16,22–26}\) but also in electro-wetting\(^{29,31–33,66,104}\) applications or anywhere protein adsorption at the liquid–liquid interface is a problem. Using black PDMS (a suspension of charcoal in PDMS) to fabricate microfluidic devices simplified acquisition of fluorescent data in kinetic experiments. We are currently using the \(R_f\text{-OEG}\) surfactant to perform protein crystallization and enzyme kinetics. The use of the \(R_f\text{-OEG}\) surfactant would facilitate preparation, manipulation, and analysis of biomolecules and cells in plug-based
microfluidic systems, since the surfactant self-assembles to give rise to an interface that is inert to nonspecific protein adsorption, with no need for additional fabrication or surface patterning of the walls of the microchannels.
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Figure 1.
Controlling surface chemistry in plug-based microfluidic devices with surfactants at the aqueous–fluorous interface. (a, b) Schematic of surfactant molecules at the interface of an aqueous plug of protein in a microfluidic channel. (a) $R_f$-COOH surfactant provided a noninert interface prone to protein adsorption. (b) $R_f$-OEG surfactant provided an inert, biocompatible interface.
Figure 2.
Using drop tensiometry to detect protein adsorption by measuring surface tension. (a) A spherical droplet indicates high surface tension at the aqueous–fluorous interface. (b) An elongated droplet indicates lowered surface tension at the aqueous–fluorous interface, indicating adsorption of protein to the aqueous–fluorous interface. Both drops are 2 L in volume.
Figure 3.
Graphs of surface tension versus time for BSA at an aqueous–fluorous interface without surfactant (♦) and at an interface that presented the $R_f$-OEG surfactant (▪). (a) BSA adsorbed to the aqueous–FC interface. The surface tension of the (buffer + BSA)/(FC) test droplet (♦) was lower than the surface tension of the (buffer)/(FC) control droplet (◇). (b) BSA did not adsorb to an interface that presented the $R_f$-OEG surfactant. The surface tension of the (buffer + BSA)/(R$_f$-OEG + FC) test droplet (♦) matched the surface tension of the (buffer)/(R$_f$-OEG + FC) control droplet (□).
Figure 4.
Graphs of surface tension versus time for fibrinogen at an interface that presented one of the following three surfactants: $R_f$-COOH (•), $R_f$-CH$_2$CH$_2$OH (▴) or $R_f$-OEG (▪). Open symbols indicate (buffer)/(surfactant + FC) control droplets; closed symbols indicate (buffer + fibrinogen)/(surfactant + FC) test droplets. Fibrinogen adsorbed to interfaces that presented either the $R_f$-COOH surfactant (a) or the $R_f$-CH$_2$CH$_2$OH surfactant (b). In (a, b), the surface tension of the test droplet was lower than the surface tension of the control droplet. (c) Fibrinogen did not adsorb to the interface that presented $R_f$-OEG. The surface tension of the test droplet matched the surface tension of the control droplet. (d) Concentrated fibrinogen does not adsorb to an interface presenting the $R_f$-OEG surfactant for times up to $10^4$ s.
Figure 5.
Graphs of surface tension versus time for RNase A at an interface that presented one of the following three surfactants: R_f-COOH (•), R_f-CH2CH2OH (▴) or R_f-OEG (▪). Open symbols indicate (buffer)/(surfactant + FC) control droplets; closed symbols indicate (buffer + RNase A)/(surfactant + FC) test droplets. (a) RNase A adsorbed to the interface that presented R_f-COOH. The surface tension of the test droplet was lower than the surface tension of the control. RNase A did not adsorb to interfaces that presented either the R_f-CH2CH2OH (b) or the R_f-OEG surfactant (c). In (b, c), the surface tension of the test droplet matched the surface tension of the control droplet. (d) The difference in surface tension between (buffer)/(surfactant + FC) controls and (buffer + RNase A)/(surfactant + FC) tests for R_f-COOH (•) surfactant was plotted as surface pressure versus time, and a fit was applied to obtain the rate constant for adsorption.
Figure 6. Qualitative test for adsorption within plugs. Top: schematic drawings of fluorescently labeled AlexaFluor-fibrinogen (95 nM in PBS, pH 7.2) at Rf-CH2CH2OH (a) and Rf-OEG (b) surfaces in plugs based on drop tensiometry results. Bottom: brightfield (left) and fluorescence (right) microphotographs for a (buffer + AlexaFluor-fibrinogen)/(Rf-CH2CH2OH + FC) plug (a) and a (buffer + AlexaFluor-fibrinogen)/(Rf-OEG + FC) plug (b). Scale bars are 10 μm. (a) Increased fluorescence at the aqueous–fluorous interface indicates fibrinogen adsorption to Rf-CH2CH2OH (b) Uniform fluorescence across the plug indicates that fibrinogen does not adsorb to Rf-OEG.
Figure 7.
Quantitative test for adsorption in plugs. (a) Left: A schematic of the microchannel network for measuring exponential enzyme kinetics. The blue rectangles outline the field of view for the false-color fluorescence microphotographs obtained at three micro-channel distances: $d_5$, $d_7$, and $d_9$. Right: Intensity profiles were obtained across the region indicated by the red arrow for each microphotograph. (b–e) Enzyme kinetics was measured within microfluidic devices for $w = 50$ m (in b, d) and $w = 150$ m (in c, e) for three different surfactants: $R_f$-COOH ($\bullet$), $R_f$-CH$_2$CH$_2$OH ($\bigtriangleup$), and $R_f$-OEG ($\bigcirc$). (b, c) Kinetic measurements for alkaline phosphatase (AP). Solid black curves represent expected kinetic curves for fully active AP, obtained from fluorimeter data ($♦$). (d, e) Kinetic measurements for RNase A. Solid black lines represent expected curves for fully active RNase A. Dashed black lines represent numerical fits according to eq 7 and Michaelis–Menten kinetics, where fits were obtained using $k_a = 1.4 \times 10^{-2}$ mL g$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ (d) and $k_a = 0.9 \times 10^{-2}$ mL g$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ (e).